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MAIN IDEA: Variable Bias represents the probability that a given assignment appears in a solution to a 

particular CSP.  We develop and assess probabilistic techniques for estimating variable bias in isolation, 

then determine the best way to integrate them as heuristics in backtracking search. 

RESULT: better understanding of bias and search; order of magnitude speed-up on random SAT problems. 

From Backbone to Bias: Probabilistic Inference and Heuristic Search Performance 

Probabilistic techniques 

can sample (implicitly 

and approximately) from 

the space of solutions to 

a given problem. 

Non-convergent 

techniques: 

Belief Propagation (BP), 

Survey Propagation (SP). 

Convergent techniques: Local/Global Expectation Maximization (“EM”) 

transformation of BP/SP(EMBP-L, EMBP-G, EMSP-L, EMSP-G); two control 

methods (LC, CC). 

 

 

How can you estimate variable bias?How can you estimate variable bias?  

 

 

 

 

 

We test the eight bias 

estimators on hard 

random SAT problems 

(4.11 clause-to variable 

ratio) with varying 

percentages of 

backbone variables.  

(Backbones must be set 

a certain way in any 

solution; this is 

equivalent to having 

100% bias to a specific 

value.) 
 

Here we know the true biases from exhaustively generating all solutions. 
 

EMSP-G has the best basic (Root-Mean-Squared) accuracy, followed by 

the controls, BP, and EMBP-G.  The local EM methods and SP are worse.  

On other measures of accuracy that emphasize strong biases, EMSP-G 

usually does fairly well, but BP is the best.  At the same time, BP suffers 

from the greatest variance in error rates. 

How well do these estimators work?How well do these estimators work?  

 
 

 

Any bias estimator can be embedded as a variable– and value-ordering 

heuristic within an arbitrary backtracking search algorithm. 

How can you use bias in search?How can you use bias in search?  

 

 

 

We have embedded the bias estimators within the MiniSat solver of Eén 

and Sörensson, and experimentally optimized the various design decisions 

for each individual technique. 

 

The VARSAT SatThe VARSAT Sat--SolverSolver  

 

 
 

We demonstrate a correlation between success as a 

bias estimator and success as a heuristic within full-

featured, modern, backtracking search. 

We experimentally determine best design practices 

for embedding the methods as search heuristics. 

We achieve an order-of-magnitude runtime 

advantage on hard random, problems. 

Future work on structured and unsatisfiable 

problems may motivate different design decisions. 

Other applications: planning and model counting. 

Results and Future WorkResults and Future Work  
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Experiments, code, and derivations: 

www.cs.toronto.edu/~eihsu/VARSAT 

SP extends BP by considering 

an additional “joker” („*‟)

probability that a variable is 

not constrained to hold any 

particular value.  So when 

applying SP to SAT, each 

variable has three biases, one 

for each of  „+‟, „-‟, and „*‟. 

 Algorithm 

INPUT: PROBLEM INSTANCE 
 

IF (bias estimation is turned off) { 

Use an arbitrary default heuristic to fix an 

unassigned variable.  

} ELSE { 

Compute a survey on the current problem instance; 

turn off all future bias estimation if the survey 

fails below a parameterized strength threshold. 

Find the single variable with strongest bias, and 

fix it to its most biased value. 

} 
 

Simplify the resulting problem using arbitrary 

inference (i.e. propagation) techniques. 

 

IF (all variables successfully assigned) { 

Return solution. 

} ELSE IF (contradiction) { 

Apply arbitrary conflict analysis (i.e. clause 

learning) techniques and backtrack. 

} ELSE { 

Repeat algorithm on simplified problem. 

} 

Deactivation 

Threshold 

Empirically and 

theoretically, biases 

level off after a few 

most “important” 

variables have been 

set, and bias 

estimation should be 

turned off once this 

threshold is crossed. 

Bias Estimator 

Overall success 

depends on the 

characteristics 

of the chosen 

bias estimation 

technique, and 

how they 

interact  with 

the other design 

decisions. 

Decimation 

Block Size 

We could use  

surveys to fix 

more than one 

variable at a 

time, gaining 

efficiency but 

losing accuracy 

because of 

correlations. 

Solution/Conflict 

Guidance  

Instead of limiting 

breadth of search by 

setting variables to 

their most likely 

values, we can “fail-

first” and limit breadth 

by using least likely 

values.  We also tried 

many other variations. 

Key design decisionsKey design decisions  

The resulting “VARSAT” solver is 

available online, and combines the 

power of bias estimation with 

MiniSat‟s built-in features like 

restarts, clause learning, and 

efficient propagation.  This log-scale 

plot compares the best-performing 

bias-based heuristic, (EMSP-G), with 

the default (VSIDS) heuristic of 

regular MiniSat.  The speed-up 

appears to be exponential. 

In ranking the bias estimators, 

the strongest indicator of success 

as a heuristic is basic accuracy, 

while strength-oriented measures 

provide a secondary criterion.  

However, high variance in 

accuracy can ruin a heuristic: BP 

performs so poorly in search that 

it does not appear in this runtime 

graph for 250-variable problems. 

Probabilistic 

methods pass 

messages on a 

“factor graph.” 


